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Words

offspring of my decaying mouth(tooth and tounge have done an incestuous naughty!)
words- sucked sweetless, rolling gnarly over
my barbed tongue, tasting sour and furry.
I am cursed with lumberjack words,
shaped like dull dead beheaded trees.
Woody, unrollable, logs; heavy and sappy on
the tongue, flatten thoughts to spitty grunts
and splintered stumps.

-Jessica Carey

1

Harvest

Faltering, l strain to know your seed,
to know its burn, what grain is sown
that will bud gold to health and returning
meet my eye that waits to be full grown.
The hurricane that plagues me now is doubtingworse source than scorn of storms I've known before,
a blacker threat to what I know was growing,
in my inward soil it sprung.
ln torrents it blew across the plain of my mind, uprooting
germination from another time when you,
who wait sickened for the harvest, blindwith early knowledge of the worm that worms,
destroying us more subtly than the winds
that blow more obviously than time-were solid-seeded in my memory.
What can wound know of cankered mind
or see of thoughts that limp so steadily from behind?

-Jessica Carey

2

Baptism
I will place this candle
on my head
and a tongue of flame
will singe the unholy spirit
of my hair.
The blue at the flame's inception
will light up my head
like a gas stove burner.
It will make that horrid sound of fire escaping
ex nihilo.
There is a dark temple
at the top of my head,
mounted on stacks of shaded
thoughts and sick fear.
Here the temple seat
prepares for a Pentecostal
tongue-flame,
which has not visibly come,
but surely must somewhere
perch at the mast of my crown
where the eye of the flame sees
my vile glories.
I will set the light
in the center of my dark wreath
and let it warm
up thoughts of Aaron's beard
and other
annointings.

-Jessica Carey

3

Sailing the Mediterranean Sea with Luke and Ulysses

Euraquilo would have destroyed our fragile craft,
That long night, drifting,
waiting for the morning star;
With our own hands,
we threw the tackle overboard
And lashed the swelling hull
and stripped the oaken spar.
Facing, then, the syrens of the Maltese coast,
My friend and I,
nailed cross the center yard,
We tacked at first
against the gusts of Paul and James,
Then yielded in the course of time
to that great gale of grace,
And sailed a straight course for Samothrace,
Where with our prow
we plowed the soil of Europe,
Crossed other seas,
sailed through the straights of HerculesOur sails unfurled,
and after that, the World .
-Cliff Foreman

4

His rocker moves in step with the clock
which pesters the silence that
screams in the quiet
like the orchestra performing
the pulses of his heart,
a nirvana of sound
he would die to hear, but
pounding, passionate pressure
shakes him in his cage
like a lion in a suitcase with a rrussing wheel
being pulled on a cobblestone street.
I wish he would quit waltzing with that clock .

-Polly Johnson
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Prayer for Pigeon Mountain
I.
The trees can see it coming
Rumbling down through forever
Quivering deeps of root and limb
Life assumes a changing tum
As insects buzz by lazy and drowsy
[n all the changing sunshine sweet
That comes now
Less than it goes

II.
Amid the silence acorns flail blindly to the ground
(Resoundingly hopeful of hidden spring)
To lay there: solemn testament
Of the season's spinning on
The frosts will come, encrust and freeze the earth
Hard and barren not unlike
Our hearts are apt to tum
And the winds and snows and cold
All winter rain all over pale green
And greys and blackened brown
Of fallow, sleeping woods

m.
Once I dreamed my soul like a field
To be tilled, ground turned under
Soft and fragrant where once decayed,
Dark, reeking of myself. Plow
Like a broken man promise of summer,
Life invading and transmuting
All this empty space of death

a land like this is old
and full-tilt gold wanes slow
and gentle-filled with sorrow
like I've always wished I'd known
IV.
My piety is God in a box
Right angles and postures
(Coffins and smells of formaldehyde)
He is mystery, and thickens autumn air
Beyond this still about me as I fall:
Leaf turned crimson floating groundward
Held within a breeze's careworn grasp.

-Marty Marquis
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What Is It Makes the Dark Ink Gleam?

Drawn out from seas of tumbled
Bleak and angled curves
And w~shed in nothing but thin air,
Then recombined in minds of
Angry poets for
A journey-down through chemistry
To silicon and more. There
Seems a point when all
This vanish dances into life,
And neural myth becomes a
Celebration like
A first and fiery breath of what
The world may hold . A sudden
Subtle atmosphere
Invoking into shadow-lungs
Where light should never steal forth
In paradox (though
Certainly it will) a certain
Softly spoken radiance
Of glinting whispers.
Obscurity in deep black turns
1n clear bright paradigms to
Streams of no mistake.

-Marty Marquis

7

To Trees Outside My Window
You canonically clap hands in sunlight
But effect other metamorphoses
At night laboring invisibly
To spring into pale vulnerable leaf
Mellowing warm to dark maturity
Withholding sap for brittle brightness
Stripping for love of colorless photography.
Air breathing,
Water capillary,
Fire potent,
Earth nourished,
You reside
In my front yard
But I do not own you
Nor have I encouraged
Your fair feathery green.
-Nick Barker

8

Little Girl

Mo~y, Daddy, I'm not there.
I'm not inside the store.
The sad old man who always smiles
Has long since closed the door.
He led me to a darkened room.
He didn't tell me why.
He gently laid my doll face-down.
I still could see one eye.
You will find me in the forest
Whose soil is black like soot.
You will see a lean dog digging
And gnawing on my foot.

-Nick Barker

9

SIN
Cupidity
Mind's agitation.
Embarrassing drift toward selfgra tifica tion.
A desire not to desire.
Tense proclivity to lust.

-Nick Barker

10

Daffodil

Enemy of nuance,
Impudent blare
Of primary yellow,
Seven days ago
You were grasped and snapped
Fresh from the nourishing earth.
Now standing in water
Lonely on the kitchen table,
You still offer sweet lily smell,
But only when held
Right up to the nose.
Translucent brown sheathing
At your bloom's base
Resembles an insect's
Discarded shell.

In dull disarray
Your soiled venous flags
Are no more like spring
Than faded crepe-paper
From some yesterday's party.

-Nick Barker

11

Gulf Verses

Ponderous salt waves
Shatter shell shards. Indolent
Flat fish flash silver.
Tepid waves wash back,
Sounding small shells like softly
Blown winter wind chimes.
Waves' retreats leave sand
Receding planes of shiny
Dampness to swallow.
The beach is embossed
In delicate mountain peaks
Traced by outward tides.
A sudden stamp-one
Phenomenon of foot's weightMay send out shock waves
Pushing gleaming moisture to
Dry surrounding smooth white sand.
Discovering wetBreezy run interrupted
By sinking stagger
In stuff half sand, still half shellsIs a less pleasant other.

-Nick Barker
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That Man is Brahman
In dust they trust.
Where idol hands do
The devil's work
And handsome idols
Take the form of misleading mirrors
That mask the inferior interior
With flattery that douses
The flicker of thought
As the distinguished are extinguished,
Narcissus's woeful life wasted
Watching pale pond reflections
Of despondent cave-dweller images,
Indelible indwelling of
The Formic world,
The acid slowly settles inside.
The best laid plans
Of ants and men waylaid,
Ants' ignoring reality's antithesis
Their minds, immobile yet malleable
Tossed by every wind of dogma
(Which is, ironically, "Am God" backwards)
Yet denying personhood 's "delusion,"
A corruption they can correct
Can chant a hundred "hail mantras"
With their eyes closed shut.
They have measured out their minds
With coffin spoons
Shoveled dirt on the disheveled soul
A drawn-out dirge in the quest for death.
Usher in the early burial
For wedding and a funeral
Enslaved in the holding bonds of
Mantramony
'Ttl the preying mantras spring,
Consuming sumptuous spouses,
Food for their brain-dead brood.

Open minds emptied
Groping minds preempted
By the astral guides inside.
To sleep, perchance
To gain enlightenment,
Slumber to Brahman's lullaby
The sound of one head napping,
Dreaming of philosophical butterflies
Or vice-versa.
Bruised brain refrains from thinking
Like some karmakaze pilot
Floating in that astral plane
With a crash course in
The individual's worthlessness.
To be one with all or not to be?
Intellectual suicide inside
Supplying a sacrifice for the god within.
Their god is near their stomachs,
Their pantheistic pancreas
Where food down the wrong windpipe
Ends in the mystical union of
Bread and Brahman.
Narcissistic mystic's mirror tryst
Simplistic and mistaken, its marred trust
Begins to rust at reality's rousing.
But minds can remain closed to reality
If they're open enough
To self-love and self-hate
To godhood and nothingness
the mindless repetition is enchanting
The chants are entrancing
The same old pantheism, but with a
New agent: "See the city of
Buddha pest, where heavy burdens
Shall be enlightened,"
Their faith well-grounded in
Powder crystals

-John Calvin Traver
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Last-day sightings of three-ton angels, over the ocean
Big balloons covered all over in wind-gauges have blindly
cloroxed the messy sky and, seeing it blanch at its own naked
spread,
Carefully pasted tiny numbered messages on the emptiness
Above Aruba.
But if you look down, huge mongrels are stealing plastic
dolls away from three-year-olds. And their skirted mothers
are th.e mselves too frightened to face the roaring dogs.
Things like that don't worry me at all,
Up here by the window-sill.
Not three minutes ago, my chamber blazed :
The Marxist sun and Western walls had congressed and brought
about my afternoon waking.
Dear God, have you seen the date-palms today?
We could be in Spain, they are so quick with leaves and light.
I know in the next room my sister is
shifting pans over lunch
and soon her pixie ears will catch
the tail-end of my siesta
and she'll call me
to cold dishes of lentils.

-Jerah Seelinger

14

Noon

I.
Stupid and sixteen with lunch,
neighborhooded for the hour
between class and class
We shuffle,
lacing the macadamian curb,
re-decking the last hand .
On this and our en tire
sidewalk,
high,
the sun

II.

The cat unwinding prettily from the ground
from sun-bitted parquet, crawling
past voiceless door-jar,
a non-concerned promenade
and consequential springing, toast-like,
that gathers all of him on the (careful!)
-ly pristine roundedrim
of the toilet.
his forefront lapses quietly:
overboard.

-Jerah Seelinger
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RAIN, STEAM AND SPEED

My goat path ranges above the city's groin,
the stale piss arches, and the burned last walls.
I live the hazy clean exhiliration of a mountain monk.
I watch the black trains beautiful in the valley:
All rain and steam and speed, all mist and massive light.
The engineer's shaved head and grimy hands in shrouds.
As I circle my townfolk's houses, along my mountain path,
I look down to see: I am walking in the tracks of wolves.
-1.R. Caines
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GROCER

The wrens which feed in grocery lo ts
don't scare off a crust.
They are dirtier and fiercer
than their woodland brothers.
Trash and noxious fumes
slide through like waters snakes.
In the rain

the bagboys move tatooed by mud
with rainy mou thfuls,
yelling to each other,
under a dark dome
frescoed with the wraiths of boiling seas.
ln their pockets the green pips:
damp ones and fives .
They tend the squeaky silver fish,
racking them and leading them away.
Their blood still slides with the whisper of forests,
earthy odors still break from them like healthy white blooms.
The manager stands in a dry, starched shirt,
under the veranda,
behind a curtain of drainpipe excrement.
He observes the grit and splashing ritual
he has ordained and lights a smoke.
Sometimes the lines fall in nightmare places.
This is his portion and his share.
He is maker: out of ugly faces and a dirty plaza,
something rooted, hammered-down, strong.
He watches fiercely on the wall of his glittering,
air-conditioned, and deep-frozen city.
-1. R. Caines
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Tribal Grace

The ink seeps deep
on this tattooed body of self.
Carved, anything i've ever done
deemed worthy in the eyes of man,
the great beasts i've hunted
the armies i've led.
Wearing them in primal colours,
I am tribal.
Suck, suck the pigments out of mehurry, they are soaking into my bloodstream.
My skin will walk
ignorant and mushroomy.
That would be better than
this exhibit of geometric intricacy.
Suck my boastings out of me.
Paint me in the caves of light.

-Amy Riley
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Nothingness

I see rain lingering and springing
in this wildflower place most days
glossing its sheen, making life shine.
A.pd I am one and everyone
who through windows always watch the rain
-first the left pain of glass, then the right.
Time again is dripping himself
into earth as she writhes and moans
and all her little peopled fears
flee the seductive touch of water
to watch through wet windows
this intercourse of time and nature,
conceiving nothingness.
The fear-people around me traipse
into memories of their youth
with eyes closed, waiting for Night
to close up their petals.
And hours rain into the soil
while branches stem through years,
birthing another stillborn.
The flowers are wilting between my fingers
I am lying on grass in the rain waiting
for the sky to be rolled back as a scroll.

-Amy Riley
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Moon/ace

The sun shines
and the land is naked
bare for me to see
the sun sinks mercifully down
night arrives draping garments
to cover the land
now hidden in mystery
insects begin their incantation
and the moon rises
to answer the conjure
the land waits patiently
for the touch of the moon
slowly he coaxes layers of the night
to be lifted
he sheds a soft silken covering over his land
she is slightly revealed through the lacy light
sensuous curves and shadows
must be guessed at
with the imagination
the earth seduces me
in a lingerie of light
to explore her beauty
her mystery

-Steve Zinn
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Forgotten Treas ures

Delight in the Garden's treasures sleep mute
for man am:! woman Inside paradise
a hunger craves toward forbidden fruit.
Pied advertisers dance and play their flute
of needs they will fill if men become mice.
Delight in the Garden's treasures sleep mute.
He opens his heart to a prostitute.
The marriage is bland, he settles for spice.
A hunger craves toward forbidden fruit.
She hides by slaving in a business suit.
Her god demands the family 's sacrifice.
Delight in the Garden's treasures sleep mute.
Into a woman he toils to transmute.
His manhood hides beneath a dress of lies.
A hunger craves toward forbidden fruit.
Christmas morning the child plays with his loot.
As time slips by the toys cease to entice.

Delight in the Garden's treasures sleep mute.
A hunger craves toward forbidden fruit.

-Ste ve Zinn
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My wage: a lament

Tie a millstone around my neck
cold and rough-hewn stone
And cast me into a well of shame
into that lonely mire
Curse the day that I was born
naked and exposed
Let darkness and deep shadow bury my name
and waters douse my soul

-Greg Baus
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Image

When the world was emptiness
and dark waters covered all
Glory-Spirit hovered over it
in cloud of counsel-fires
and majesty.
There in covenantal form
as a Witness to the deed
Spirit was the temple-archetype
of heaven and the earth
and human being.

-Greg Baus
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Reflections: Justice and Grace
The wrath of God with Justice deep does flow
like liquid fire in rivers of the sun.
As fleet-foot stars whose horrid hair does blow
across night paths so must we also run
to swift outpace the sins we all must shun
and so escape into the sparkling dome
where tempered Wrath with kind influ'nce undone
does tum to Grace and lead us softly home
to quench our heat by shores of silver foam
where almond blossoms sprinkle down like dew
and dancing stars from heaven down do roam
to twinkle in the twilit rendevouz.
So mingle Heaven's ire and Christ's reply
to bathe our souls in Grace poured from the Sky.

-Pat Ralston
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Oceans
... though there is an ocean of darkness and death there is also an ocean of light and love which flows
over the ocean of darkness.
-Elton Trueblood
Here the water lies reeking its filth,
No wind blows its muddy depth;
Yet expanding unseen, wide past my eyes,
Filling, thirsting-the ocean of darkness and death.
Moans of a dying albatross
Plummet my sweat-stained ears;
Sound echoes well here on this blickering ocean,
Stebbing my se~ses and blowing my tears.
Dignity is happily denied the
Unseemly death of that great bird;
Purple sharks and yellow birds nip it away,
Its body ravished and conquer 'd.
Their frenzy increases ocean-outward
To my small schooner where I am;
I've lain quietly on the splintered deck;
My feet and hands wrapped like some sacrificial lamb.
With a loud torrent they descend
On the ship and my fetal body;
Tearing and ripping, and drinking merril y
Of my blood -they are killing me.
Silence on this awful ocean,
My life tom away as I barely afloa t;
Waiting, dreading my enemies' return,
Without wind on the water I merely stay put.
Then first on my feet,
Then upward naked flesh;
Come the hands of the wind
In touch so healthy and lush.
Yet powerfully it spirals the water around,
Filtering the filth and lifting me skyward;
Excited and laughing, my eyes squinted 'gainst the wind,
I've left behind the blickering, dark ocean -my body restored.
the breeze blows brightly here
where i stand on a white sandy shore
i run wildly and taste the sand and salt water
on the beach upon which I live and move;
till i see ahead my renewed ocean schooner
with ripp ling sail and sheaming white paint
to the ocean i sail of wind and sea promise
with eyes alight on -the ocean of light and love.

-Scott Gast
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Sunflower-Poem

There is a certain shape that haunts me, a caricature of a sunflower, sometimes
bereft of stalk or leaf, shaken free, apparently, of all the brilliant hexagons of
seed . There are seven rays on this demon, which has like a singularity rent the
fabric of my space-time and sucked away all the old vitality of my doodles into
that single blasted vestige of glory.
My mother had no element-home was not her place. So in the
summers my brother and l would venture to a haven I knew, a mile or so up
Chestnut Hill in the already-hot morning. My friend Jaime lived there with his
folks Dewey and Muffin, two withy free spirits who still brewed apple cider and
refused the angry eighties with compost and wall-hanging dulcimers and barter
fairs . Their home held a fragile kind of light, cool amid the summer, unadorned,
filled with carob and forbidden things and all of it like springtine in holy
contrast to the dark taint l had grown through.
The back yard of that place was world without end: wiry, brittle grass,
white searcher of birch, the smell of mint and cedar, where we'd crouch in the
shadow and purge our bowels, creeping back days later with stolen silver to
carve like butter and gasp at the writhing white life within. There was pyromania in that back yard with wooden matches pilfered one by one, and a wheelbarrow I'd sit in and speak of unknown sexual acts. There was carelessness and
stench under a hot yellow furnace, pungence of sulfur and of dung and grubs, of
the beginnings and ends of life, and the lovely disgraces of childhood.
But we weren ' t children, though we'd play the part. We were fiends,
hardened and buried in darkness like seeds in the garden. We lied and stole
carob from the health food store and dreamed of evil. One year after the Festival
of Explosions we roamed the gutters and byways, scavenging silver and black
powders from the spent fireworks, seeing it glitter and smell of marvel on
uncalloused hand . Then like crazed Arabs we crafted our own incendiary, and
when Muffin ended up lighting it in our stead one of her eardrums was shattered beyond any apology.
Surprise, then, was not at issue when on a fated day in the waning
fugue of the Indian summer by brother and Jaime and I set ourselves against the
sunflowers of the garden-rising up majestic, too majestic from the foulsmelling miasma of the plot-box, bone meal guano, distant memories of an
active kitchen. The compost was spread upon the less fecund earth like apple
butter, a moist-black saturnalia of microbic life, and it did not seem right that
such lovely things should find root there, rising, towering, menacing beautifully
glorious blazes in golden-green defiance of our stunted, willful advance.
With a solar shout we fell upon them, staves whistling through October
sunshine and finding purchase in slender thickened stems we swung again and
again, a massacre of seeds exploding, crumpling flowers, the hot sun giving way
to winter in our hearts as the fury of ignorance, of youth, of bliss, drove us on.
We hated their charisma, the mindless elegance and grace in them that spoke of
our own ugly souls, and like deceitful words those staves struck again and the
xylem, phloem folded in agony mute but for the clatter of bone dry seeds as they
struck the soft, cured pine of the plot-box.
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When finally the battle was over we sat in dirt and sweat hunched over,
surrounded by organic cacophonic splintered ruins. The faces of the sunflowers,
geometries too impossible to discover, were shattered and empty, and our bodies
heaved like storms that had come and passed . It was a harvest of childhood
bloodlust, scythes of adrenaline and nonsense, and we reaped many sorrows:
sorrow in Dewey and Muffin's gold-green tears, sorrow in maize and brown and
the smell of rich, painful dirt on uncalloused hands.
But of course our violence and sorrows were all in vain. For the scattered seeds could not help but to fall in putrescent, vital dirt, find dark places to
hide, and harbor revenge through the hard frosts of cold seasons before finding
forgiveness with the vernal rains and warmly rising from the softened earth, pale
and twisted at first but somehow extracting dignity form the filth, mindful of joy
and following the sun with large faces day by day sweeping boldly beyond the
skies. The sunflowers of yesteryear defeated our petty sorceries with broad
laughter. The pain of life was no match for its beauty.
The sunflowers of today are synaptic, and they fire and connect with all
that I am. I can only guess that in the distance of that day, in Dewey and Muffin's
garden that day a bone dry seed found purchase in me, cleaved to my soul, grew
through the winter and death that was there. There now springs relentlessly a
yield of seven-rayed splendor and damn upon these pages I write. My pen is an
hourglass, synapse-sunflowers dropping slowly like large, awkward sands
through ball-point marking off the days forevermore.

-Marty Marquis
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The Place I Come From

0 Journal-less days, how I gnash my teeth in pale yellow, black coffee on my lips,
a thousand folds I wish I should touch! A thousand thoughts and ambitions
flitting through my head, and me unable to sustain them, But I shall try-one
friend, one thought, one ambition only- and perhaps through unusual exertion
I shall be blessed with something substantial, the story of a faraway land, a
lovely western dale. Its a poem I paint for you, my friend ...

The heights of my homeland jut fiercely through the clouds, stealing their
precious cargo of water in a tumble-down of snowfall and torrent. It glistens in
the sunlight on the higher mountains, but mostly crashes and slides down from
the high places back to the salty, windswept oceans, strengthening the endless
green along the way. The western slopes of those mountains are a heart-breaking
labyrinth of waterways -the clouds move their way east bereft of any real
purpose, and vaporize.
It's happened that way countless decades, certainly ever since I was
conceived of in the thick of the seventies, tucked into Life between two voluptuous brown ridges in the eastern shadow of the high country. The people of my
town gathered in the summer months to shake angry fists at the merciless sun. In
the winter the children stared in wonder at the frost and hard, heaved earth,
imagining themselves in miniature walking through microcosmic winter
wonderlands. The hard winds would blow from the icy, nameless north, where
the only things of substance are the cold and a dull grey sky. And then the
furious summer would return, jealous of our misery. We became a hearty folk,
and I grew as best I could in that desert valley, pushing through the flux, finding
friends, dreaming myself through the wickedness of change.
I can count the number of times on my fingers: The sky blackening in
an instant, rumbles rippling through the preternatural dark, purples and greys
and violent forked white rolling in from the buffalo-lands, product of intercessory rain-dances and hot air blowing through the wheat. We'd run naked, feet
bleeding through the streets, ducked low under the weight of the thunderheads,
laughter splashing everywhere, softening the harder elements of our souls.
Seldom summers passed . Such storms swept when they might, and the
desert drank greedily of the turbulent blessing they offered. But there was a river
that ran green cutting through the perilous rattlesnake hills, shrouded it's banks
with black cottonwood and tangles of willow. My truest friend often wandered
through those murky thickets, taking refuge from the dry and dusty sun,
reveling in the glorious perfume of the riveraide. He's swear of many adventures
in that place -encounters with pornographic hobos, of rising waters on his
slender isle, of seven leaves flying deliberately over one silent brown hill testimony, all of it, to the weird energies at work on the river bottom. Certainly, if
one ventured up the draught the energies were terrific: a violent red canyon,
dropping away like aeons to the rolling green waters, the spine of the desert
neatly cleaved and magnificent.
Water is like that, especially in the arid places, etching structure into the
void of earth and rock. As the crow flies one might see it in stark relief: veins and
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creases, empty channels squirming to and fro in self-same memory of rain fallen
and coursed, of Life given, of form and pattern lent by endless cycles of clouds
gathering, traveling, splitting wide and giving themselves to the grander dance.
Peering closely one could see the touch of water at every place, smaller and
smaller channels carved ad infinitum down to the very atoms of desert dust. The
rains have searched the whole earth, and maybe the dry places are touched less,
but a weary land is all the more withered with thirst, springs to Life with its
caress, the hills fade and crumble like shadowy carvings of soap.
The work of the rain in the desert is all the more intense, delicate and
vibrant and quickly forgotten but for those eternal scars, twisting, each, a
beautiful path. And for whitened bones, theatrical in their desolation, scrimshaw
of the chapparal in haphazard laying wait about spectral houses. These are the
homes of a dessicated history, nestled amongst the gnarled ancient sagebrush,
painted with thick coats of symbiosis, brilliant orange lichen, immortal and very
nearly oozing to the hallowed ground and bones, another step in that sacred
dance, the cosmos spinning on to another new beginning.

-Marty Marquis
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11,e Telep1ione

I believe the telephone wires have tangled, have tangled every word we said into
a twisted side-show for the operators to sit and grin on, listening.
These days I have grown more and more wretched in my time of need;
snapped at and swept UJ1der, crying in the bathroom with my head upon the
wall. Air doesn't circulate well in there but neither does my blood (not just in the
bathroom, everywhere, my toes are always cold .)
"I love you my dear," spills forth like blood from a gash in the head . I
can' t control the flow. "I love you back and cry when I need you. I'll take what I
want now, a shoulder to cry on," comes so easily from the lips I have kissed
thousands upon thousands of times and comes not so freely as when we abided
at home.
What is this distance anyhow? An obstacle we choose not to overcome
with such vigor as we use complaining about it.
I wish I had my car; I'd drive right off this precipice at 100 mph.
Perhaps you 'd catch me if you love as much as you say you do. Perhaps you'd let
me drop knowing it's best we both faLI -hopelessly in love.
-hopelessly anyway.
My head 's still on the bathroom wall. My tears are still on the floor. It's
the only place for privacy here.
I could fall straight into your arms and never feel the cold of the air
outside your embrace. I wish it was winter on your front porch. You were always
so cold and l held you so tight. l haven't touched my guitar in days now; I
haven't sparked your interest in weeks. I haven' t seen your hands that smile or
your eyes that fit so tightly in mine.
Yelling's not the same on the telephone, neither is it when we apologize.
We' re both just numbers in more statistics, numbers who stare too long at the
stars.

-Christopher Ammons
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An Essay on Etemity Addressed to a Beautiful Girl
It's been three weeks since the day I fell down the seemingly endless
spiral of introspection; three weeks since you left. I've been thinking about the
universe, the universe and all its' toys. I've been watching my right hand shake
when I try to type. I've run up phone bills and various mountains trying to
expend some energy and frustration. I've been writing page after page of
nonsensical prose far too personal to be read aloud. I've been writing essays and
reports.
Everytime I write an essay I feel as if I've lost myself more. I don't know
where to start looking. My cup runneth over, my well runneth dry but what I ask
you, my love, is this: Can there be a road that leads your direction juxtaposed
with a road that leads nowhere at all? Shall you answer me with a sigh and a
note that says to linger on? After all, we're standing at the gates of eternity, the
biggest gates of all.
You don't seem to understand the heavy weight that hangs on my back,
the weight of your love dear, it's pulling me down. The solar system spins and
swirls around the sun just like your dress when we dance across the constellations of your choice.
I guess we're still outside the gates. But what keeps us there? Maybe it's
the way you look at me so strange, with eyes so meek and soft and smart. Or
possibly the words you say. You're so hard to read, dear, like some kind of runes
on a manuscript, some kind of foreign tongue.
Maybe it's just foolishness on both our parts, maybe it's just the rain . It's
been raining since you left, quite often anyway. One of my professors said he'd
like to pick my brain so I told him he could. I think he left a hole through which
he did this unsealed . Everytime I walk outside the rain gets in my head . You're
probably good at sewing, maybe you could stitch it up. I'd be greatly appreciative. Just be careful with the needle.
Speaking of needles, how can I get through the eye into eternity when
there's this camel on my back? Lift it off dear, before I'm crushed. Maybe then I
could fit through, and I'm sure it would be no problem for you. There's plenty to
do inside, walk the streets of gold, drink from the river of life, or we could just
skip rocks across the lake of fire with your head upon my shoulder. That'd be
nice.
The plans we make are always too big when we're standing in front of
any gate, I imagine this one would be the same. So the question I ask you now,
my love, is this: Is there room for us both to fit inside a Bible?

-Christopher Ammons
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The Henn it's Child

Beneath the black Lips of the moon and far, far in the hills and oaks, the hermit
gathered dust. Summer's body rubbed dry the earth's veins and the blood lay in dust. And
so from the great river to the lip of the smallest stream, the hermit moved, filling a small
sack with the dried blood of the earth. Never more than a handful from each tributary
would he toss into the sack, and so, many nights of wandering were required.
Soon summer's skin had begun to shed but the hermit was ready. On the night of
no moon, secretly he slipped to the Circle of Oaks. Hundreds of years before, a circle of
oaks had been planted or perhaps had mystically grown that way, in a secret cleft of the
oak forest. Here the last red wildflowers of summer still lay in bloom but the night the
hermit came, the stars revealed only the shape of the earth and sky, genesislike in their
undifferentiated mass. Full, the sack was emptied upon the Circle's center. And ta.king a
large vial of rainwater, the firstfruit of last Fall's rainflesh, the hermit made a thick mud by
pouring it over the dust.
And so the hermit worked through the night, ever forming, shaping the mud to
hi hands. Till the East crept up like a lover's swollen excitement, and gasping, the hermit
fled as quickly as he could, his work done.
Then a curious thing happened as colour and detail woke yet again with the sun
their sister. Like a slow evolving incarnation of flesh, so the light brought Life to the
hermit's creation. A young child. As the sun became more and more, so too did life become
the child. It is hard to describe, for flesh and the inherent bones were there when the first
gentle touch of sun wrapped its lovers arms upon the child of the earth. It was there, the
colour spreading like a fire in a valley seen from a tall mountain, could be seen, slow from
perspective, yet moving at the scene in passionate overwhelming fire.
By noon the task was done. And like a newborn infant, the child in the body of a
young man cried, wetting his moonless-night black hair and olive skin.
But his tears were more than hunger, more than companionship. The mud of his
flesh had naturally compounded with the ground underneath where he lay, paining his
body greatly. To live though, he needed to free himself from the earth. Yet to do so, he had
to wrench his very skin, rip it, for of the ground he was made. He thought this not
consciously but knew it as an infant knows it needs milk to survive, and thus cries. Instinct
was his only mind. For no hermit could prove that.
So taking his arms he pushed himself forward, a circumcision. Thick drops of
blood and red skin clung, left on the ground. In pain the boy touched his back, which was
lumpy and mottled like pockmark'd skin, only greatening the already intense pain.
Naked he ran, looking for relief but never knowing what form or shape relief
might take. The hermit had heard the yells of pain and hurried to his creation, surprised for
he had thought that he would be the one to cut the flesh from the earth. But the hermit's
child was akin to the elements and ran with the western wind, faster than the fastest man.
And he was nowhere to be found. The hermit searched wide and close but never found the
child. And this was good, for the hermit was an evil man and had created the child to slave
for him and craft in him a mind of violence, hatred for men and women.
The earth as his mother, she provided for the hermit's child. What was common
to the deer, the mountain lion, and the birds, the lore hidden from humanity, she made
known to him. Above the ground he ran, as a morning bird, yawning, stretches her wings
over the mist-topped waters, a silver thread. He was more alive than any man yet he knew
it not. What was good to eat of root, leaf, and berry, and then too, of every secret thing
unknown, he ate in sustenance.
Yet his body did not grow. Rather it sharpened, muscles rounding, hair more
wild than paint thrown on a canvas. Existing in a way that had he come across any of
mankind, scarce would mankind have affirmed his existence. The few he met cut through
his existing, a pause of being. And in these brief meetings though neither could really see
the other, a chilling repulsiveness as awful as being alone in a night, spined both, each in
his own way running, fleeing from the horror.
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The hermit also never glimpsed the seed he had formed , the secret knowledge
brought to light. But more than mankind the hermit could feel the child move. Very mu ch
like a gentle ripple of water, tangible, before your eyes, yet never still and then never
there, such was how the hermit perceived the hermit's child. ln the cool winter draught
nights the hermit wouJd see him as a swift brush of heat, as in moonlight a bright flash of
rainbow colour. And in the spring morning's wet dew grass the presence of the hermit's
child wouJd flash itseU like an august flower.
How the hermit was infuriated! His knowledge, his preparation, his creation the
wind took from him as mere dust to be scattered. But the hermit did nothing. For a long,
long time the hermit let the days pass, the swelling and ebb of the moon go, each a fading
memory even when turning. His most secret of secretest knowledges were known by the
child, season after season. A root removed from a thicket of rare fems. Of the leftover
stems of an herb that grew in only one sweet river valley. The petals taken from hidden
flowers which bloomed face downward. The hermit's private world was broken open, the
light coming, seeping into the long-closed manor of his kingdom.
A trap though, brittle and seed-borne as an acorn, sprung to the hermit's
conscious. Every full moon he began scraping the moss from a certain fell oak. Other dim
nights he wouJd gather a bitter spring mushroom or the soft foam by the stream's edge.
Carefully he stepped, collecting, choosing, in the nights soften'd by the forest of trees.
When the new day would begin to gently wash her skin, the hermit would hurry home in
long strides, stashing some of this here, placing this kind there for the sun to dry,
sometimes throwing that kind into a large pot for boiling.
1n all this time, the hermit's child continued becoming. A summer's day, night
and day would pass, him fascinated, muted by the sound of water. And then laughing he
would happily splash through the cool waters, brush through the green fems, and run
through the ancient oak groves. Or he would thread bright yellow, golden, orange, and
whitepressed purple flowers in a necklace around his neck, his body like a flame of a
winter's bonfire.
Born of the earth, time in all its dismal meaning could not trace swollen, greedy
fingers over the hermit's child. Rather, time in all its glory flooded the child like a
waterfall of red wine sunlight. Each day sharpened, not aged, his every feature. Each night
deepened, not faded, the colour of his hair, eyes, body. Tune turned not its eclipsing
shadow but touched him like a summer's solstice upon the land and sky.

The great river foamed violently, little mouths, small lips, snarled by the
hermitage. Night and a harvest moon illuminated the hermit moving, carefully returning
to the Circle of Oaks. His horribly long body bent to the earth, the seasons' work in an
assortment of pouches, dried, some whole, others in a thickly reeking soupish trunction.
Taking this sickly porridge, the hermit poured it in a tight circle upon the ground,
crumbling the other ript parts of nature into the mess before his hands.
Once again, the hermit slipped and shaped in the night. As the East too quietly
cracked the night like blown glass in fire, the hermit finished his work, withdrawing from
his cloak a bent rod of metal, which he wedged into the ground and shape. Then into the
thin fog the hermit drew away.
As the hermit's presence dimmed and the air breath'd easier, the hermit's child
sleeping on the broad arms of a white oak was woken by the sun, the entire sky lit in evil
red-spiral'ng plumes of cloud. A flush of heat, a fever, settled on the child as a humid
day's sweat. Scared at this unknown flush which his body yielded to, he jumped to the
ground, landing a bit off-balance, a temporary twist of pain in his ankle. The sun kept
rising, for the first time in his being, his conscious drawn by the knowledge that only too
soon, the sun would disappear to blackness. Then running, he hurried, as instinct rubbed,
he retreated to his birth, his circumcision of flesh -and now what? he wondered. He still
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sweat in skinless veins over his body. The animal stared with two horribly-pained eyes, the
eyes washed in black tears, a body that shook, trembled under the constant pain. As he
unknowingly wept, his mind in horror realized this animal was like him, had skin like his,
yet whiter still, even despite the dirt placenta encasing her. Soft skin beneath the horror lay
waiting to be touched, washed by his hands. The fever in him continued to return his body
to the earth, drops of wet, blooden'd earth. Never had he seen any creature so beautiful, so
alive, yet what a contrast between her nature and the utter filth encasing her. Instinct
seized him like a circumcision, so he crawled to her, a child of the earth like him. As he had
lifted himself from the earth, so he gently swung his arms around her to uncover her
loveline s. He tore her, despite her waterblood choked agony, tore and ripped again and
again, till she was taken, claimed from the earth. Beneath where she was birthed, parts of
her nesh attached still to the bent rod of metal in the earth, glistening like ice from the
sweat of the two children.
But this was the child 's last day. The hermit had paid time, seeking it, angering
it, until the hermit's trap had become. His dying child's flesh blown softer than wheat in
the wind, retreated . The two children lay gently beside one another as the afternoon shade
of the Circle of Oaks passed upon them. Trembling, he took her long hair and with his one
able hand, cleaned it dry with a handful of oak leaves as she lay still, only sadly looking at
him. He wiped her eyes and face clean with her hair, and once again wiped away the
sticky me s from her oft brown hair. Her new tears he wet her hair in and wiped free her
body, a wealth of softness and shape opening like the sun on an open sea. So she stirred,
before his eyes, moving the mystery of flesh unknown, of arms, legs, stomach, neck. Like a
name removed from wax so the hermit's child died, growing quickly cold and brittle, as
she in the time between day and night knelt on her knees and kissed his face, her lips
feeling the heat, the warmth blacken beneath her.
Into the night she ran, the brittle body of the hermit's child in her arms. She was
more beautiful than any moon, paler still. In her eyes, unlike any moon, was the secret of
colour, of rushing spring rainbow spring rain colours, secret valleys of meadows, of
flowers, a spectrum of water light. So she ran, coming to the great river. She washed his
body with the cool water, mourning his life in large tears. Then she kissed him once more
and let his body into the current of the great river. Later the hermit's child's body silently
passed the hermitage, where the hermit, eyes scornful, quickly swam to retrieve the body
of his seed . Yet the hermit drowned in the great river, his body dragged to the bottom,
where it molded away in the watery grave. And the girl born of earth spent many days by
the great river, singing songs with the sounds of water, singing songs of the hermit's child.

-Scott Gast
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Distraction
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My Father's Hands

-Katie Ward
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-Joshua Caleb Green I
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Faucet

-Cathy Collier
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Purity

-Cathy Collier
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Picasso Mother & Child Colour Interpretation

-Katie Ward
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-Gordy Martin
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Spring Runoff

-Ed Kellogg
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